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Current Status of CMCC MEM

- CMCC launched mobile email services in enterprise market which is based on our private standards on May 17th, 2006.
- Mobile email for mass market has been put into field trial since early of this year.
- CMCC always focuses on standardization of mobile email from 2005 till now.
- CMCC prefers IETF Lemonade based implementation for mobile email.
OMA and IETF are two international standard organizations that work on MEM standards.

OMA MEM work progresses slowly.
- It took about three years to complete RD and AD.
- A few vendors contribute into OMA MEM.

We are happy to see that Lemonade standards are nearly ready and some prototype products are available.
CMCC Goal & Plan

- Goal: Speed up standardization of MEM
- Three steps
  - Step 1: Help IMAP based specs accepted by OMA
  - **Step 2: Host or Join InterOP test**
  - Step 3: Upgrade our systems to standard solution
Interoperability Test

- Hope to achieve the first-hand experience and directly understand of Lemonade implementation.
- What CMCC can do for test?
  - Provide premise, network, terminal etc.
  - Provide meeting rooms
  - Give suggestions according to our actual operation experiences
  - Select friendly customers to experience the service for trial
Any comments?

Thank you!